Try to answer as many questions as you can while exploring the park! **Hint: Many of the answers are found on the labels next to each sculpture.**

1. What modern method of sculpting did Joseph Canizales use for his sculpture of a large rock?

2. What is the secret message hidden in the side mirrors of Brett Douglas Hunter’s *Grief Truck*?

3. I am a sculpture that comes in two parts, one small and one large, connected by a short walk. Which sculpture am I?

4. What flower breaks the rock in the mountain, as explained in the piece *Dirtball*?
   Violets

5. How many handmade bricks are a part of Yumiko Ono’s sculpture *Fountain*?

6. Moko Fukuyama’s *Tacklebox* includes repurposed sculptures made by another artist nearly twenty years ago. What is the name of that artist?

7. What is the “immaterial material” used in April Martin and Jordan Rosenow’s sculpture *We Move Still*?

8. What is the name of the extinct plant that inspired Michelle Caron-Pawlowsky’s sculpture?

9. What is the name of the unusual black and white pattern on Chris Manzione’s sculpture?

10. What former president is displayed in three pieces in Lewis Colburn’s sculpture?